
BABY MAFIA 841 

Chapter 841 - "The Twins Are Legitimate Heirs" 

"You're not a part of my Sloan Family. Even if you're my father, you're not qualified to be my guardian!" 

Ainsley's ruthless decision shocked Leroy and some of the non-mafia guests. 

After all, for non-mafia people, family bond was something precious and children had to be filial to their 

parents. 

But in the mafia society, such a thing was worth sh*t. What family bond? Even a son could kill his father 

just to succeed in the mafia boss' position. 

Leroy had expected Ainsley to react strongly like this, but to say that he's not even a part of the Sloan 

Family… 

The young man was instantly ashamed to death. 

He did say that he didn't want to have anything to do with the Sloan Family and wanted to escape from 

the mafia society. 

But in the end, he was once a mafia boss, and his roots still belonged to the Sloan Family! 

Leroy's face was instantly ugly. 

"Ain, you can't be like this...I know I'm wrong, but can't you forgive me? After I solved my issue back 

then, didn't I come back to you?" 

But he never planned to come back if the Sloan Family really declined further. 

He only came back because the Sloan Family soared to the sky in just a year! Or maybe less than a year! 

Ainsley could see through the selfish Leroy's thoughts. Even though he might do this for the sake of his 

children's future, Ainsley was still utterly disgusted. 

"I don't forgive you. You're my father, but I have never remembered you being a father. I'm sorry, my 

memory was bad until I awakened my abilities." 

And before Ainsley awakened her abilities, Leroy had left. 

Why should she remember the guy? 

If the original Ainsley were here, she would also not recognise Leroy, who was rarely present in her life. 

She might even remember the maids more than Leroy! 

Leroy gritted his teeth at Ainsley's heartless words and tried to soften his tone. 

"Alright, it's okay if you don't forgive me. But at least...can you accept the twins as your siblings?" 

Leroy hurriedly spoke before Ainsley could cut him off. 

"They're only children, just like you. My sin and fault can't be passed down to them, right?" 



Ainsley's lips twitched as she looked at the twins. 

This was the first time she met them, but surprisingly, she wasn't as mad as when she first knew of their 

existence. 

Maybe because of their innocent eyes when looking at her? 

Maurie and Maure were really frightened by the whole ordeal, but when they saw their little sister, they 

genuinely felt fond of her. 

She's so pretty! So cute! So cool! 

In their eyes, Ainsley was as cool as their father, Renmaure. 

Ainsley had a furry sacred beast...she's also a mafia boss...how could she not be cool?! 

Maurie and Maure never felt any jealousy toward Ainsley, only curiosity and awe. 

They didn't even feel greedy over Ainsley's expensive appearance and her grand birthday party. 

This kind of person deserved the best, right? 

The children were really innocent under Renmaure's teachings and discipline. 

Ainsley couldn't sense malice and resentment or jealousy from the kids. 

Thus, she subconsciously softened her expression and tone of voice. 

"I won't blame the twins. They are innocent. But what do you mean by accepting them?" 

Ainsley glanced at Renmaure lightly before glaring sharply at Leroy. 

"Do you want them to enter the Sloan Family?" 

Leroy immediately nodded. 

"Yes. They're my children, so they're a legitimate heir of the Sloan Family." 

It means that Ainsley as the current family head didn't need to worry about the future heir because the 

twins could replace her one day. 

Ainsley's face instantly darkened. 

That's an insult to her! 

Her future heir should be her own children, not her siblings! If siblings could become the family heir, 

why would there be branch families?! 

And why would the branch families always tried to compete with other branch families or the main 

family? 

Isn't that because the heir to the family could only be the previous boss' direct and legitimate children?! 

Unless the previous boss didn't have any children or the children were incompetent. 



But is she incompetent? Would her children be incompetent?! 

Ainsley was only four this year, but she also knew that she would rule the family for a long time until she 

could pass down the family to her children. 

Why would the twins replace her?! 

The twins didn't know any of this, and they were only looking forward to living with Ainsley, their little 

sister. 

Maurie tried to be brave and spoke in a small voice. 

"I-I want to live with you, little sister...I-I am a good child. I don't eat too much and I don't spend a lot of 

money too!" 

The child was really innocent and naive, ah. But if they entered the Sloan Family, would they still retain 

their innocence? 

When they faced a larger world, a larger society full of power and wealth...would they still be innocent 

and not be greedy or anything? 

Ainsley couldn't ensure this unless they're properly educated. 

Ainsley didn't mind educating them, but...would their lives be better at the Sloan Family? 

Ainsley looked at the twins and spoke gently. 

"I don't oppose you guys entering the family, but your dad can't join you. Only your father can. And he 

has to quit being a mercenary group leader." 

The twins' faces changed, and they immediately looked at Leroy and Renmaure. 

They knew their father liked to be a mercenary and they also didn't want to separate from their dad, 

Leroy. 

What to do? 

While the kids were in a dilemma, Leroy suddenly changed the conversation. 

"Ain, the kids are legitimate heirs by law. Then, can't they also try to contract the sacred beasts?" 

…?! 

Chapter 842 - "The Reason For The Sloan Family's Decline" 

Ainsley was caught off guard. Obviously, they're talking about whether the twins could join the Sloan 

Family or not. 

But out of the blue, Leroy mentioned the sacred beasts! Ainsley's eyes seemed to burn as she looked at 

Leroy. 

"What do you mean? Since when can a mere heir have a chance to try to contract a sacred beast?" 

Only family heads could try to contract the sacred beasts. That's the rule in the Sloan Family. 



The Aretha Family might have more freedom in this aspect, and anyone could try as long as they're the 

Aretha Family's member. 

But the Sloan Family only allowed the family head to have the privilege. 

Maybe that's why the Sloan family deteriorated because only the family head could try to contact the 

sacred beasts. 

But what if the sacred beast wanted someone else in the Sloan Family? 

That certain someone didn't have a chance to contact the sacred beasts at all, instantly cutting off all the 

connections. 

In the Aretha Family, whoever could contract one of the two sacred beasts would be the next family 

head. 

That's why the new family head would always be competent. 

Michael had also once contracted Vallan, but after his son, Raphael, became mature enough, he let go 

of Vallan. 

Generally speaking, a contract with sacred beasts couldn't be cut off just like that, but passing the 

contract to your descendant was possible. 

As long as the sacred beast didn't mind it. 

If the sacred beast refused, they would be bonded until the master died of old age or died because of 

other reasons. 

Fortunately, Vallan fancied Raphael, and that's how Raphael was determined to be the next Aretha 

family head. 

In Ainsley's circumstance, she became the family head through the bloodline privilege. 

Even if she was only three years old and was powerless, she became the new family head. 

This system might be why the Sloan Family had deteriorated so much. 

They followed an old tradition of monarchy, letting an incompetent leader lead their family as long as 

they're of a direct bloodline. 

Speaking of direct bloodline, the twins were also direct bloodline because they both inherited Leroy's 

genes. 

And so, they could actually become the Sloan Family Head. 

In this situation, where there were many direct bloodlines, the higher-ups would choose the next family 

head through the sacred beasts' contract. 

See which one of the three could contract a sacred beast. 

That's why Ainsley was accepted readily after she contracted Cellino. 

But if the twins could also contract the rest of the sacred beasts... 



The higher-ups would pick up one who could contract the strongest sacred beast. 

It's obviously not Cellino but Code-L. 

Leroy knew a lot about the family's old tradition that even Ainsley couldn't change because it was their 

Sloan Family's identity and inheritance. 

Even if the higher-ups were all very satisfied with Ainsley and were loyal to her, they also couldn't deny 

this tradition. 

"Your siblings are also qualified to try to contract the other two sacred beasts. It's not like you have 

contracted them already, right?" 

Ainsley's heart seemed to stop beating for a moment. Her whole body was like drowning in a freezing 

lake. 

But as if it wasn't enough, Leroy raised an eyebrow and looked toward the mansion faraway. 

"I think it's been more than three months since the last time you contracted this sacred beast?" 

Leroy might not be a member of the Sloan Family anymore, but he also paid attention to the Sloan 

Family. 

When the news about Ainsley contracting a sacred beast spread, one knew how jealous he felt toward 

his own daughter. 

Everyone in the Sloan Family knew that the number of sacred beasts one could contract directly showed 

the family head's qualification. 

Back then, he became the family head simply because of his bloodline advantage. 

Actually, he had cousins and other relatives more capable than him, but he's the only son of Ainsley's 

grandfather. 

After his grandpa died in the war, he automatically became the new family head. 

But God knows how pressured he was. For several years, he had led the Sloan Family since when he was 

only twenty years old. 

But he had never been able to attract the sacred beasts' attention, not to mention making a contract 

with them. 

His father was also like this. 

Many generations above Leroy also faced the same trouble, but Leroy didn't think it was the sacred 

beasts' fault for being too unresponsive. 

He reviewed the previous generations' achievements and also believed that they were not a capable 

family head. 

Leroy himself knew that he wasn't that strong or smart in particular. He's just handsome, but he's not 

suitable to be a family head. 



Still, he wished he could contract the sacred beasts... 

But who would have known that a mere toddler like Ainsley succeeded instead of him?! 

That's how he thought of getting his children to try to contact the sacred beasts. 

Anyway, if he calculated from the first time Ainsley contracted the sacred beast, it had been more than 

three months. 

The time interval for each gate opening was three months. 

If after that Ainsley didn't contract any new sacred beasts... 

Didn't it mean she failed? 

Leroy was sure that Ainsley failed to attract the other two sacred beasts. 

She could only attract the weakest one, and that might also be because the sacred beast was too bored 

or something. 

That sacred beast, Cellino, had always been unable to trigger his bloodline awakening. 

God knows how he did it this time, but he's still the weakest among the three sacred beasts. 

If one of his children managed to attract Code-B or even better, Code-L's attention… 

Leroy's eyes flickered with a hint of ambition. 

His children might be able to replace Ainsley? 

Chapter 843 - "The Twins' Gifts For Ainsley" 

Leroy didn't think of replacing Ainsley at first, and only wanted to become her guardian and let her work 

hard for the family's sake. 

But seeing Ainsley's cold attitude, he suddenly didn't want Ainsley to continue. 

Anyway, the family was already a high-ranking family with many businesses and resources. 

Even if the family head changed, it didn't matter, right? 

If people cared about Ainsley's famous identity, she could become the family's advisor or something. 

Leroy just didn't want a child who didn't respect him to lead the Sloan Family that he had led for several 

years, wasting his youth. 

This child wasn't even a child between him and his lover, anyway. 

She only inherited his bloodline and was lucky enough to be the only heir. 

Ainsley still underestimated the degree of Leroy's shameless trait. 

He was once a mafia boss. Of course, he would be shameless to the bone, but Ainsley didn't think he 

would be THIS shameless. 



He just came back on her birthday and suddenly wanted his own children to snatch the remaining sacred 

beasts?! 

Even if she hadn't been able to enter the prairie or kidnap some sacred beasts, it didn't mean others 

could, okay? 

Ainsley gritted her teeth as she looked at Leroy with suppressed killing intent. 

Even the Godfather and Zev were already clamoring, wanting to beat up this scum father. 

[Just kick him, host! Slap him!] 

[Kill. He's not even that strong. You're way stronger than him, Lil Lass.] 

[Yes, yes! Oh, but be careful of the ice dragon, though. That's a famous dragon.] 

The reason why Renmaure could have his current position was thanks to his abilities and this ice dragon. 

His mercenary group was called The Glazier, was all because of the ice dragon. The ice dragon was really 

famous! 

And it was said that the only beast that wouldn't back down in front of a sacred beast was a beast with a 

thick dragon bloodline. 

This ice dragon should be one of the candidate to become a sacred beast and become a legendary ice 

dragon. 

He's not a sacred beast yet, but he's as strong as Cellino! 

Cellino also kept growling at the ice dragon as he stood in front of Ainsley in his medium-sized form. 

The cat wanted to protect Ainsley but caught the twins' attention instead. 

"Oh, wow, so cute! Is this a sacred beast??" 

"Hum, cute." 

Leroy immediately took the chance to persuade his children. 

"Right, right. If you want to touch one, you can. Just follow dad to the Sloan Family's mansion." 

The kids didn't know anything about the Sloan Family's rules and tradition, so they immediately agreed. 

"Let's go, let's go! Let's see a furry sacred beast!" 

They only thought they could see more furry sacred beasts, and maybe if their little sister allowed them, 

touch this sacred beast in front of them! 

When Ainsley heard the twins' answers after being deceived by Leroy, her lips twitched. 

She didn't know whether to get angry at these children or not, but she didn't feel they were faking their 

response in order to snatch a sacred beast. 

They did genuinely think of a sacred beast as a big-sized pet or something... 



Is it because of the ice dragon's friendliness toward them ever since they were born? Is that why their 

point of view was so distorted? 

Regardless of the matter, Ainsley was about to stop the twins from following Leroy and stop from going 

to the mansion when the twins suddenly turned around. 

Both of them looked at the little sister shorter than them looked at each other with unknown gazes 

before slapping their foreheads in unison. 

"Ahhh, we forgot the birthday gift!" 

"Birthday gift, " Maure echoed after Maurie, and the twins immediately took out two palm-sized boxes 

from their storage necklace. 

Before Ainsley could react, the two of them carefully approached Ainsley while keeping an eye on 

Cellino with a box in their hand. 

Maurie was the first one to speak to Ainsley. 

"T-that, little sister...I-I don't have a lot of money, b-but please receive my gift!" 

Maurie glanced at Ainsley and immediately evaded her eyes. Her cheeks flushed red as she screamed in 

her heart. 

So cute!! My lil sis is so cute!! I want to dress her up, ah!! 

Even Maure, who was generally quiet, also stood beside Maurie and stretched out his hand. 

"...gift. Handmade. Hope little sister likes it." 

This time, it was Ainsley's turn to be stunned. Even Cellino forgot to be hostile and slowly looked back at 

the twins. 

....they came to this birthday party prepared, aren't they? 

But Ainsley felt a bit touched by the kids' attempt to give her a birthday present, unlike Leroy and 

Renmaure, who did nothing. 

Oh, Renmaure actually brought something too, but he's waiting for his children to deliver their gifts 

successfully before he tries. 

Ironically, only Leroy didn't prepare anything! 

Ainsley glanced at the two boxes but was a bit afraid that Leroy had tampered with the gift and ended 

up harming her. 

She trusted the twins but didn't trust Leroy! 

And so, Ainsley didn't immediately open the gift and motioned to the twins to open the gift box in front 

of her eyes without touching them. 

"Thank you for the gifts. Can you open them for me to see? It's inconvenient for me." 

Ainsley didn't say why, and the kids were also innocent enough not to ask anything. 



All they knew was that Ainsley agreed to receive their gifts! 

They thought that as her half-siblings, she wouldn't want their gifts and would hate them! 

After all, in movies and dramas, half-siblings could never be good friends. 

Even if they were, there would be backstabbing and betrayal behind. 

So scary! 

Would the three of us be like that too? 

Chapter 844 - "Bringing The Twins To The Prairie" 

Maurie didn't think that Ainsley would receive her gift. She thought that she would be rejected, but 

she's not! 

Thus, excited by Ainsley's response, Maurie immediately opened the pink gift box and took out a 

handmade clay figurine the size of her palm. 

The clay figurine wasn't as good as a ready-made figurine in markets or those made by professionals. 

It really looked like elementary or kindergarten children's handcraft! 

But the clay figure was Ainsley's figure when she was half-kneeling to receive the crown at the 

coronation event. 

This scene really fascinated the little Maurie, and she decided to make a clay figurine based on the 

scene. 

"Here you go, little sister! I-is it good?" Maurie asked nervously as she peeked at Ainsley. 

Good? 

When Ainsley saw the crooked clay figurine with uneven paints and weird shape that looked so ugly yet 

full of effort, the baby softened her heart. 

The clay figurine is ugly, but the heart of the creator is pretty. 

Ainsley couldn't help but smile at Maurie and stretched her hand to take the clay figurine. 

"Thank you, big sis. This is really pretty!" 

Zev had also scanned the figurine and nodded at Ainsley in the air. 

[It's safe, host. No harmful material or spying tools.] 

With that, Ainsley carefully stroked the ugly figurine before smiling sweetly at Maurie. 

"Hehehe, I like it!" 

Seeing Ainsley's smile, Maurie's heart just melted into a puddle. 

Ahhhh! My little sister smiled at me! Her smile is so cute! So pretty! Ahhhh!! 



Ainsley didn't know that she had conquered another person with just a smile. 

After Maurie presented the gift, it was as if Maure didn't want to be left behind. 

He immediately opened the blue gift box and took out a palm-sized plush doll. 

"This...for you." 

Ainsley immediately looked at the doll in Maure's hands and was a bit startled when she saw it. 

It was a handmade plush doll based on her figure. 

The doll was crossing her arms and grinned slyly while wearing the legendary pink uniform. 

The hair wasn't long as the one in Maurie's clay figurine. This one had a bob-cut hairstyle. 

But the doll was really well-made, better than the clay figurine. 

It looked like something customised and sold at the market, but you could still see that the doll was 

something handmade. 

What a talented child! 

Ainsley also asked Zev to scan the doll and after determining that it was safe, she took the doll and 

smiled at Maure. 

"Thank you, big bro. It's so cute! I'll hug this to sleep." 

Maure's calm face instantly changed, and a smile bloomed on his face. 

"Hum. You're welcome." 

The three kids were in great harmony, forgetting the two people behind them. 

Seeing such a scene, Leroy's lips twitched non-stop. 

Ainsley had just bewitched his children in a matter of seconds! 

Before the kids forgot about the sacred beast thing, Leroy immediately interrupted the kids' interaction. 

"Well, well, shall we go see the sacred beasts now?" Leroy looked at his children before looking at 

Ainsley. 

"Ain, you won't refuse, right? After all, it's not illegal. If you don't want me to enter the mansion, let Ren 

accompany the twins. How is it?" 

When Leroy already said that, what could Ainsley say to refute him? Tradition is tradition. 

Even if she's strong and influential, she couldn't change the roots of her family. 

Thus, Ainsley looked at the guests around her and smiled apologetically. 

"I'm sorry for the commotion. Let's move to the mansion first, shall we?" 

And might as well bring the guests to see the famous golden door. 



But Ainsley was a bit unwilling to reveal her mansion's interior structure, and so, she only brought close 

guests with her. 

Basically only those who attended her tea party could follow her and her group to the connecting hall. 

The other guests went to the mansion's main hall and had dinner while waiting for Ainsley to come back. 

Before leaving, Renmaure approached one of the party's servants in charge of gathering Ainsley's gifts 

from the guests and handed the gift he had prepared. 

"Please give this to the young miss and tell her happy birthday." 

Renmaure wasn't shameless enough to congratulate Ainsley in person, afraid that she would dislike him 

and felt that he's a hypocrite. 

The servants nodded at Ren and immediately collected the gift before scanning it with a device. 

After all, Ainsley's safety was the top priority and even the guests' gifts had to be checked. 

After that small episode, the group finally set off to the mansion. 

Along the way, the twins would exclaim in shock as they watched the mansion's grand interior. 

"Wow, so cool!" 

"So pretty!' 

"So big! Like a castle!" 

Ainsley patiently accompanied the twins and tacitly chose to ignore Leroy at the back. 

Just like that, in less than fifteen minutes, they came deeper into the mansion. 

Coincidentally, when Ainsley led the group to the connecting hall, Grandpa Yofan and the other elders 

saw the group and couldn't help but to approach Ainsley. 

Grandpa Yofan had long seen Leroy, so his face wasn't that good at all. 

"Ain, what's going on? Where are you going? Shouldn't you go to the main hall? And that young man…" 

Grandpa Yofan was really worried that Ainsley's mood would be affected by these uninvited guests! 

"It's okay, Grandpa. They want to contact the sacred beasts. Let's go. Help me open the golden door." 

…?? Why would these people want to contact the sacred beasts?! 

Grandpa Yofan was shocked by the news, but after Ainsley urged him, he brought the group to the 

connecting hall and stopped in front of the golden door. 

"Stand in front of the door. If the door opens, it means that the sacred beasts welcome you." 

But it's impossible for the twins, right?? 

Chapter 845 - "The Sacred Beast Came Out" 



It's not that Grandpa Yofan looked down on the twins. 

Everyone who saw this scene also thought that the twins had no chance to attract the sacred beasts at 

all. 

Not only because they have never lived at the Sloan Mansion but also because they hadn't awakened 

their abilities yet. 

The sacred beasts wouldn't want them! 

Compared to Ainsley, who was a legitimate family head with more than three abilities, the twins were 

nothing. 

Yet Leroy still hoped that his children could attract the sacred beasts? Dream on! 

Grandpa Yofan didn't know what was going on at the night banquet on the yacht, but looking at the 

scene, he also had a hunch. 

Did Leroy, the previous family head, use his privilege on his children to get his children to steal the 

sacred beasts? 

After all, Leroy was not a part of the Sloan Family anymore, but his children still had a chance to join. 

It's also possible to let the twins contact the sacred beasts simply because they're Ainsley's siblings. 

They had the privilege to try even when they were not a family head. 

This is ridiculous, but it was all because Ainsley and the twins were still top young. 

People could say that if the twins appeared sooner, Ainsley might not necessarily become the family 

head. 

Thus, why not let the twins try to attract the sacred beasts too? 

Who knows if they could, right? If they could, their Sloan Family would only become stronger. 

But the Sloan Family's higher-ups were already loyal and fond of Ainsley. 

When they saw the scene, all of them looked at Leroy with killing intent. 

This bastard is trying to humiliate our family head! If the twins did attract the other two sacred beasts, 

even our family head position might be in danger! 

No one in the Sloan family wanted to change the family head to two incompetent twins, but if the 

strongest sacred beast pressured them... 

What would they do? 

While the Sloan Family members were sweating hard, the guests just wanted to watch a good show. 

The majority of the guests here believed that Ainsley would still become the family head and could 

immediately solve the trouble. 

Some of them were worried about Ainsley, afraid that the baby would suffer. 



Even when the majority of the guests weren't close to Ainsley, as a part of the mafia society, they 

subconsciously sided with Ainsley. 

Who is Leroy and Renmaure? One left the mafia society and the other is a part of the mercenary society. 

What about the twins? 

They have never stepped into the mafia society and lived in the mercenary society ever since they were 

born. 

Why would they want the twins to defeat Ainsley and let Leroy snatch the family head or the guardian 

position? 

Not knowing that the guests were silently cheering for Ainsley, Leroy looked at Grandpa Yofan in front of 

the door and urged. 

"Let my children try it first. Ain has been in contact with sacred beasts before, so it won't be fair if she 

goes first." 

Grandpa Yofan silently rolled his eyes at Leroy's words. 

Fair your a*s. In the first place, your children aren't qualified to contact the sacred beasts! 

But looking at the innocent twins who only thought of meeting more sacred beasts, Grandpa Yofan 

relented. 

He didn't want to embarrass the twins in front of the guests, but he also felt distressed for Ainsley. 

The old man looked back at Ainsley, whose face was already dark as the bottom of a burnt pot. 

Today was clearly her birthday, yet someone came uninvited and even made trouble for her. 

As if it wasn't enough, they blatantly wanted to steal the sacred beasts! 

Ainsley took a deep breath and suppressed her emotion as she nodded at Grandpa Yofan. 

"You can start, grandpa." 

The twins were also already standing in front of the huge door with curiosity in their eyes. 

They can't wait to see more fluffy sacred beasts! 

Seeing this, Grandpa Yofan sighed as he put his hand on the Golden Gate, sending signals to the sacred 

beasts inside. 

If this were the usual, there wouldn't be any problem. 

But Grandpa Yofan forgot that the two sacred beasts had told him to give them a signal when he had 

brought Ainsley to the prairie's gate. 

For the two sacred beasts inside, this is a signal to surprise Ainsley and come out of the prairie! 

The moment the two beasts received the signal, they instantly looked at each other, rose from their 

position and dashed toward the gate. 



They were so fast that it only took two seconds to cross the huge prairie! 

Right after they arrived behind the door, Code-L tapped the door and let the huge gate open. 

Actually, all of the guests thought that the twins would fail and the gate wouldn't open. 

Even if the gate was opened, it was still a mystery whether they could find the sacred beasts and bring 

them out of the prairie. 

But who knows that seconds after Grandpa Yofan placed his hand on the door and backed off, the gate 

suddenly opened bit by bit! 

ZRKKKK. 

The sound of the heavy door rubbing against the floor rang throughout the connecting hall. 

The Golden Gate seemed to shine brightly at the moment, and everyone could see the blue sky behind 

the door and the vast green prairie. 

The smell of grass and nature immediately lingered in the air, bringing fresh wind to the guests. 

It was night outside, but the prairie was always noon. 

However, what shocked everyone wasn't the magical prairie itself. 

What made the guests almost kneel and faint is that.... 

Once the door was fully opened, there were two large furry beings sitting behind the door, looking 

obedient and docile. 

The sacred beasts...came out! 

Chapter 846 - "The Enraged Sacred Beasts" 

The first beast the guests noticed was the white beast. 

The white furry being was slim and resembled a tiger with cat fur, but it was so huge that its height 

reached half of the 10-meter tall gate. 

It's taller than Cellino's full beast form! 

The second furry being had dark brown, coffee-like fur, but it looked more like a black panther than a 

white tiger. 

Its size was double the white tiger's size, as tall as the 10-meter high gate. 

It was the biggest among the three sacred beasts and also the second fluffiest beast despite being a 

panther who shouldn't have such thick fur. 

Cellino's fur was still the thickest, fluffiest and longest, but just one look made people understand that 

the panther-like beast's fur should be the softest. 

And the panther with weird cat fur even smelled good! It smelled like perfume! 



On the contrary, the white tiger beast with cat fur was thin like a panther despite being a tiger and 

should be fatter and bigger than a panther. 

Such a weird combination shocked the guests who had never seen the Sloan Family's two sacred beasts. 

But they were even more shocked when seeing the two beasts standing in front of the twins. 

The height difference was too big that the twins could die with just a casual slap from the beasts! 

The twins' hearts stopped beating when they saw the two sacred beasts' full-beast form behind the 

gate. 

They had no time to realize that the sacred beasts 'came for them' before they ran away from the gate, 

crying. 

"WAHHHH!!! so scary!" 

"...father..." 

The twins ran to Leroy and Renmaure, respectively, and they ran so fast that the two sacred beasts 

hadn't seen whoever stood in front of them. 

When they looked down, the place was empty. 

....?? 

Where is Ain? Where is the child that we want to surprise? 

The kids were frightened to tears, the guests were dumbfounded, but Leroy was definitely the most 

excited. 

While coaxing Maurie, he immediately strode to Grandpa Yofan and pointed at the two beasts. 

"Look! They come out to see my children!" 

Leroy's eyes were bright as he stroked Maurie's head. 

"My children stood in front of the gate, and not only did the gate open on its own, but the beasts also 

came out to welcome my children!" 

With Leroy's loud words as a reminder, the stunned guests instantly recovered, and all of them 

simultaneously looked at Ainsley and Leroy. 

Right now, Ainsley's face was already pale to the point of looking like a ghost. 

Even Cellino's heart stopped beating as he snuggled into Ainsley's embrace. 

[Ain! Master! This– this– this must be a misunderstanding! I believe my siblings won't choose the twins! 

Really!] 

But they did. They came out on their own and even opened the gate to welcome the twins. 

Although they scared the twins away with their appearance, the beasts still came out to meet the twins, 

right? 



They never came out or opened the door when Ainsley asked them, but why did they come out when it 

was the twins' turn? 

Doesn't it mean they have been waiting for the twins and that's why they simply never wanted to meet 

Ainsley? 

Ainsley was hit so hard that her body swayed, and her mind blackened. 

The Godfather and Zev instantly clamored while Ainsley's close people rushed to surround the baby. 

[Lil lass!] 

[Dear host!] 

"Boss!" 

"Family head!" 

"Ain!!" 

Even Grandpa Yofan simply left Leroy and rushed to hold Ainsley. 

The baby almost fell out of shock and now, she might even faint from the huge mental damage. 

Jake and the others also went to see Ainsley with pale faces. 

None of them looked at the gloating Leroy or the two dumbfounded beasts in front of the prairie. 

"Ain, Ain, are you okay?" 

"Ain, take a deep breath. Deep breath!" 

"Don't crowd around. Give her some space. She needs oxygen!" 

This was the first time Ainsley fainted out of shock. 

Although she only lost consciousness for a few seconds and then regained her consciousness... 

She was already too traumatized. 

The sacred beasts...chose the twins. They...they didn't choose her... 

Amidst the chaos, Leroy looked at the crowd with eyes full of disdain. 

Tsk. Who told her to be so arrogant? Now her face hurts, right? The sacred beasts choose his children 

and not her! 

The guests were also shocked. They didn't think that the sacred beasts would choose the twins. 

What does it mean? Maybe the twins had huge potential or something? 

The guests were confused, but most of them were worried about Ainsley. 

This was her birthday, yet she was humiliated like that and was shocked on the spot. 

Would she be okay? 



While the guests and the others were busy talking about the shocking incident, the silent sacred beasts 

finally recovered from their confusion. 

They looked at each other and frowned. 

[What the hell? The one who stood in front of the door isn't our cute Ain?] Code-B growled, and his eyes 

fell on the twins. 

[It seems so. Damn it. Humans are too cunning! They tricked us! And our surprise became a huge trauma 

to the Lil brat!] 

Code-L was so enraged at the humans who played this trick. 

She had sensed Ainsley's presence behind the door, so she thought that Ainsley was really the one 

behind the gate. 

But it turned out to be the twins whom they didn't know at all! 

How could they swallow this humiliation? The humans lied to them! 

The two sacred beasts were furious, and before Leroy could speak to the guests and announce the 

twins' success, Code-B suddenly reacted. 

"ROAAAAR!! Humans! How dare you trick us?!" 

Code-B roared at the guests, Leroy and the others! 

Chapter 847 - "Misunderstanding The Sacred Beasts' Intention" 

When the beast roared and spoke in human language with a deep, thunderous voice, the previously 

noisy venue suddenly quieted down. 

The connecting hall was so quiet that people could even hear their chaotic breathing and thumping 

hearts. 

The guests instantly broke down in a cold sweat without them knowing, and the weak-hearted ones 

already fainted. 

No one could even scream as they felt a huge pressure choking their throats. Their whole body just 

rooted on the spot, freezing. 

The sacred beast's pressure is too great! 

This was the same for Leroy and Renmaure. Only the kids among the guests, the twins and Ainsley, were 

spared. 

Not even the Sloan Family members were spared, not even Grandpa Yofan! 

At that moment, the Sloan Family's higher-ups instantly kneeled while Grandpa Yofan staggered. 

"D-dear lord, w-what do you mean by this? W-we never tricks you." Grandpa Yofan mustered his 

courage to ask. 

At the same time, Ainsley also broke free from Elliana's embrace and ran toward Grandpa Yofan. 



"Grandpa!" Ainsley cried out in panic. She also broke in a cold sweat while hugging Cellino, who was 

equally panicked. 

The sacred beasts are mad! Is it because of her? Is it because she didn't bring the twins to the Sloan 

Family sooner? 

Ainsley suddenly forgot her grief over the sacred beasts and instantly blamed herself for implicating 

Grandpa Yofan. 

Even Leroy and the other guests had the same thought as Ainsley. 

But Leroy was secretly happy while the guests were worried about the Sloan Family. 

They still needed the Sloan Family's business cooperation, ah! 

When Grandpa Yofan asked Code-B, everyone thought that Code-B would scold Grandpa Yofan and the 

Sloan Family for not bringing the twins to the family sooner. 

After all, the sacred beasts came out to meet them as soon as they came. 

Maybe they were mad that the humans hid the twins that would be their contracted partner. 

But who would have thought that the beast opened his mouth and spoke again, this time, he spoke with 

gritted teeth. 

"Don't play dumb. We ask Lil Ain to stand in front of the door so that we can surprise her with our first 

appearance." 

Code-B shook his fur and roared once more. 

"But you humans put nobody in front of the gate!! Do you think anybody can try to see us, huh?!" 

And most importantly, they failed to surprise Ainsley with their brilliant appearance. 

They had planned to look cool in front of Ainsley and then turned into their cat forms to surprise the 

baby with their cuteness. 

But what is this? Not only they make Ainsley sad...the baby even misunderstood them! 

"Do you think anybody can be a family head worthy of us? Didn't we tell you to bring Ainsley alone? 

Since when do we need someone else?!" 

Code-B's words shocked the whole guests. One by one, the guests peeked at Ainsley and Leroy with 

their 

jaws hitting the floor. 

This...this... 

What a mess! What a shock! What a reversal! 

It was such a huge slap to a certain someone who proudly said that the sacred beasts chose their 

children. 



At this moment, Leroy's face flushed red in the blink of an eye, and the next second, his face turned 

pale. 

He...he misunderstood the sacred beasts and even...offended them! 

Grandpa Yofan took the chance to explain the truth, and the two beasts instantly directed their anger 

toward this incompetent ex-boss. 

"So, it's you. Didn't we reject you years ago? You still have a face to bring your children aside from Ain to 

see us?" 

It's not that they disliked the twins, but in this circumstance, it was hard not to keep the twins out of the 

problem. 

After all, Leroy just dragged the twins into the problem on his own! 

The twins finally realized what's going on, and they instantly looked at their father with wide eyes. 

"D-dad? You...you..." 

You said that we could see the sacred beasts anytime but didn't say that anything involving the Sloan 

Family's sacred beasts was something important. 

Outsiders like them couldn't casually contact the sacred beasts! 

The twins were so frightened that they started to cry once more, but Ren immediately hugged both of 

them and hid them behind the ice dragon. 

"Leroy!" Ren gritted his teeth as he looked at Leroy. 

He also didn't know a lot about sacred beasts tradition and only knew that they had crossed the line. 

"You promised me not to drag the twins into your family's matter! What did you do?!" 

Ren wasn't only embarrassed but also frightened. They had just offended the two sacred beasts. 

Would they die here?? 

Leroy was stunned. He seemed to feel an invisible slap landing on his cheek. 

What's going on? The sacred beasts didn't come out for his children? 

Before Leroy could ask what was going on, Code-B had already cut him off. 

"Human, do you know that we have been waiting to meet Lil Ain? We were waiting for her birthday to 

surprise her!" 

Code-B growled once more as he clawed the floor, feeling irritated. His fur just stood up like a cat, ready 

to attack his enemy. 

The floor under his feet already broke to pieces, but everyone didn't seem to realize it. 

Their focus was on the sacred beast's words just now. 

....the sacred beasts came out to surprise Ainsley on her birthday? 



Is this real? 

The guests were dumbfounded, and Leroy was in disbelief. 

What the hell? So this is the truth?! 

Is that why they never let Ainsley enter the prairie for the past few months? 

It was all for this surprise...? 

Leroy's face slowly lost color. He suddenly couldn't feel proud anymore and even had lingering fears. 

He...he misunderstood the sacred beasts' intention... 

Chapter 848 - "Gap Moe" 

Leroy's eyes widened as he shuddered in horror. 

Even worse than misunderstanding the sacred beasts' intention, he had just offended the sacred beasts 

by bringing the twins. 

No, he might even put his children in danger because of this! 

All thoughts of becoming Ainsley's guardian or inserting his children back into the mafia family to reap 

some benefits instantly disappeared from his mind. 

Yes, he had left the mafia family because he felt that following Ren was the best choice. 

Even up to now, he was sure that he didn't want to leave Ren or his children. 

That's why he wanted to bring his family back to the mafia family, all because he wanted his family to 

receive the best thing in this world. 

Leroy's special ability was charm, but it was weak and he really wasn't useful other than his handsome 

face and his identity as an ex-mafia boss. 

He thought of using his past identity to smuggle his family back to the Sloan Family, but who would think 

that... 

He would bring danger to his family instead. 

Leroy always thought that even if he left the Sloan Family, he's still a part of the Sloan Family. 

Ainsley should appoint him as her guardian and let his lover and children enter the Sloan Family. 

It would be even better for his children to replace Ainsley since he had long disliked this child born not 

out of love but out of obligation and pressure. 

Even if the twins were not born naturally and were born with the help of advanced technology and such, 

Leroy still felt that his twins were more 'real' than Ainsley. 

Even when his blood also flowed in Ainsley's vein, he didn't feel any affection for her. 

But it was obviously a wrong move. 



Who would have thought that the sacred beasts actually liked Ainsley and wanted to surprise her 

instead?! 

Ainsley herself was also shocked. 

She thought that the sacred beasts liked the twins and blamed the Sloan Family for not bringing them to 

the family. 

But...but...the two beasts actually came out for her? To surprise her on her birthday? 

The previous trauma, humiliation, and grievances instantly disappeared from Ainsley's heart. 

The whole person seemed to be reborn, and she was now glowing with a cheerful aura. 

So the sacred beasts came out for her...she misunderstood them and even lost consciousness for a few 

seconds out of shock. 

Ainsley suddenly realized that she just did something embarrassing! 

The baby helped Grandpa Yofan and the others in her family to stand up while hiding her face behind 

the adults' backs. 

Ahhhhh! So embarrassing! To faint out of shock just because of this...ahhh!! 

Even Cellino also shuddered in shock, still in disbelief. 

[Eh, eh? My siblings really did come out to surprise my master?] 

Ainsley didn't answer Cellino's question as she was busy calming the frightened guests while 

occasionally peeking at the two gigantic beasts. 

Ah, compared to them, Cellino's beast form was really small, but it was suitable to be brought 

everywhere. 

If she brought the two beasts out while they're in this gigantic form...she might scare others to death, 

right? 

Compared to Zilla, who was as tall as buildings, the sacred beasts were indeed smaller, but they didn't 

look weaker at all. 

Especially the beast that resembled a white tiger mixed with a cat. 

She just stood there, not talking, but her deep blue eyes seemed to contain otherworldly wisdom that 

people couldn't understand. 

Not to mention her aura and her pressure. She's a sacred beast who was already on the brink of 

becoming a legendary beast. 

She just needed that one push or enlightenment to advance. 

Compared to the panther-like beast and Cellino, the white tiger-like beast was really different. 

Ainsley couldn't help but look at the only female beast among the three feline beasts before speaking to 

Cellino. 



[That...your sibling...the one similar to a white tiger...] 

[Ah, Code-L? What's with her, master?] 

Cellino was instantly on guard, afraid that Code-L would be upset and suddenly did something to harm 

the people in the hall. 

Code-L was the most arrogant among them but also the kindest. She's brimming with motherly instinct 

but also a heroic aura of a hero. 

The mix between a gangster, a hero, and a mother made the creature such a unique being. 

[Yes, Code-L. Say, I heard that some sacred beasts that are about to be legendary beasts can transform 

into humanoid form?] 

Although there was a time limit of only a few hours a day, but the rumors said that it was possible! 

Cellino immediately nodded. 

[Yes, it's true. Once I'm stronger, I can speak the human language or other languages in my beast form. 

Then, if I become even stronger...] 

He could also transform into his humanoid form for a few hours a day! 

Ainsley was suddenly looking forward to the day Cellino would transform into his humanoid form. 

But for now, her focus was on the silent Code-L. 

While Code-B took the role of the villain and vented on the innocent guests and Leroy's group, Code-L 

just quietly watched the scene. 

After a few minutes, she suddenly opened her mouth. 

"Enough. Let's not ruin the lil brat's birthday anymore than this." 

Her voice was in contrast with her majestic beast form. 

Her voice was so cute and milky! It sounded just like a kitten who often cried for milk! 

Ainsley was dumbfounded with this gap moe. 

How come this cool beast's voice is like a loli? 

Will she get another loli friend? Two OP lolis? 

Before Ainsley's imagination could run around wildly, Code-L had already shrunk her body size to her cat 

form and patted Code-B's huge front paw. 

"Let's kick these corrupt humans first before we settle our business." 

! 

Chapter 849 - "The Sloan Family Revival" 

When Leroy heard what Code-L said, he was so terrified that he almost kneeled on the floor. 



"T-this, this…" Leroy stuttered as he watched Code-B waving his right paw. 

A wisp of dark smoke suddenly wrapped Leroy tightly before flinging him out of the window! 

"AHHHH!!" 

Ren and the children were so caught off guard that Leroy's scream already echoed throughout the 

garden before the ice dragon made a move. 

WOOOSH! 

The ice dragon's speed was fast, and in just seconds, before Leroy's body hit the ground, it had already 

caught Leroy with its tail. 

The connecting hall was on a different building from the main mansion, but although it only had one 

floor, it was quite high, comparable to the mansion's third floor. 

Thus, if the ice dragon didn't act on its own, Leroy might have smashed his head and died. 

The ice dragon caught Leroy's waist with its tail before slowly putting the man to the ground. 

At this moment, Leroy had already fainted out of shock while Ren and the twins snapped out of their 

stunned state. 

"Leroy!" Ren's face instantly paled as he beckoned the ice dragon to come up to the connecting hall and 

pick them up. 

In less than a minute, the ice dragon already flapped its wings and hastily carried Ren plus the twins on 

its back before approaching the unconscious Leroy on the ground. 

The whole small family left the connecting hall to check Leroy's condition, but the guests and the Sloan 

Family members didn't even move from their place. 

All of them swallowed their saliva nervously as they looked at the panther-like beast with eyes full of 

horror. 

They didn't even see when the beast used its darkness ability, and Leroy was already thrown out of the 

window! 

And since when the window was opened? Everything happened too fast! 

If Raphael were still here, he would have seen Code-B's perfect control over the darkness ability, and the 

young man would surely want to learn from Code-B. 

The current guests at the connecting hall were all people close to Ain, all the people who attended the 

tea party. 

But even these people, who were all elites, couldn't help but shudder in shock. 

The beastman Yeon, the elf Eth, and the dwarf Tyra gulped as they looked at this mighty sacred beast. 

Even among their races, sacred beasts were rare but highly sought after. 

Unfortunately, sacred beasts usually liked to mingle with humans instead of other races. 



It was just like how the fairies favoured humans more than other races. 

This was why humans could stand their ground against other races despite being one of the weakest 

races. 

One really couldn't offend a sacred beast even when they're generally friendly toward humans! 

Leroy had fainted, Ren and the twins left the hall without saying goodbye to Ainsley. This matter was 

considered done with. 

The guests outside of the connecting hall, those who still stayed at the main hall, didn't know what 

happened, but they could sense the sacred beasts' pressure even from afar. 

Code-B and Code-L were leagues stronger than Cellino. 

Their pressures could envelop the whole Sloan Family's territory, scaring the rest of the guests. 

Those who didn't know what happened immediately discussed with each other and speculated things. 

"Say, what's going on? Don't tell me those uninvited intruders anger the sacred beast? The pressure is 

no joke!" 

The beast they mentioned was, of course, Cellino. But the senior guests immediately denied the 

speculation. 

"No, it shouldn't be Lord Cellino. He's not this strong yet. Not even the sacred beasts from the Aretha 

Family are this strong." 

! 

"Then, is it...another sacred beast?" 

"I think so. The intruders said that they wanted to see the other two sacred beasts, right?" 

"Right." 

"Well, I think they successfully summoned the beasts but angered them instead." 

"Ohhhh! So the pressure comes from the two sacred beasts?" 

"Should be. Don't you know that back then, the Sloan Family was one of the strongest mafia families 

thanks to these sacred beasts?" 

The Sloan Family's founder was someone with a high affinity for beasts, especially sacred beasts. 

He's close with the sacred beasts, and that's how these sacred beasts still protect the Sloan Family even 

after a century. 

But the Sloan Family's later generations failed to impress the sacred beasts, and that's how they 

declined. 

The sacred beasts might also be tired of facing incompetent family heads from years to years, and 

finally, choose to ignore everything in the family. 



They had fulfilled their promise to the Sloan Family's founder. They were now free to leave the family. 

But Ainsley's appearance ultimately held them back in the Sloan Family. 

Maybe because her charm ability was special, or because her body also inherited the founder's high 

affinity with beasts…. 

The sacred beasts just couldn't help but like Ainsley. 

In the previous life, the original Ainsley had never been able to activate her baby charm ability and thus, 

failed to trigger her unique bloodline inherited from the founder. 

In this life, Ainsley was a transmigrator, and she successfully awakened the charm ability, leading to her 

bloodline awakening as well. 

Although weak, Ainsley was still loved by beasts such as Cellino, Code-B, Code-L, and even Blaze. 

The effect was minimal, but it was there. 

The guests at the main hall couldn't help but discuss the two sacred beasts' possible coming out, and 

they were slightly wary of the Sloan Family. 

With the two sacred beasts finally coming out of the prairie, would the Sloan Family regain their lost 

prestige and position? 

The ones particularly alarmed were the 7 sacred families, especially the bottom rank families. 

The Sloan Family had successfully brought out three sacred beasts...it's just a matter of time before 

they're replaced! 

Chapter 850 - "Give You A Sacred Beast Contract For A Gift" 

Ainsley's birthday party was quite a mess, but after Code-B kicked Leroy out, the guests at the 

connecting hall slowly calmed down. 

Each of them backed off a bit to prepare a space for Ainsley and the sacred beasts to communicate. 

The beasts said that they came out to meet Ainsley, so they should want to talk to her. 

Indeed, after the annoying Leroy was gone in the blink of an eye, Code-B also shrunk into his cat size and 

trotted over to Ainsley's leg. 

"Nyaaa~ nice to meet you, Lil Ain." Code-B rubbed Ainsley's calf and shamelessly tried to act cute. 

The guests and Ainsley, who saw Code-B throwing Leroy out of the window earlier, couldn't help but 

twitch their lips. 

This cat...is so fake, ah! Don't act cute after you throw someone out of the window! 

But Code-B's voice when he's in his beast form and when he's in his cat form was like two extremes. 

One was full of power and might. The other was cute and coy. 

Not to mention that 'nyaaa' noise he produced...that was so cute. 



Ainsley could feel Code-B's fluffy and soft fur rubbing against her calf and all her fear towards these two 

instantly disappeared, leaving only her love for cats. 

"Hi, nice to meet you, Code-B…" 

Ainsley squatted and put Cellino on the ground before rubbing Code-B's furry body. 

Because his fur was so thick and soft, Ainsley's fingers just sunk into a bunch of fluff and disappeared 

just like that. 

The baby couldn't even see her fat fingers as she rubbed Code-B's fur. 

This is a new experience! 

Ainsley's eyes lit up, and she was suddenly addicted to rubbing Code-B's fur. 

Cellino's fur was also good but not as thick as this beast who was supposed to inherit a black panther 

bloodline. 

What a weird combination! Shouldn't a wolf's fur be thicker than a panther's fur? Even the fur type was 

different. 

This Code-B is another anomaly! 

"Hehehe, nyaaa~ thank you for taking care of my brother, nya~ " 

Code-B rolled on the floor, showing his furry belly as he peeked at Cellino, who had already come to lick 

his fur. 

[Brother. Long time no see.] 

Cellino was a bit cold when facing the cat who used to bully him, but he knew that his brother only 

wanted to tease him, not really bullying him. 

Code-B nodded at Cellino as he opened his mouth again to speak human language. 

"It seems that you're growing up well. Your master is so good to you!" 

He indirectly praised Ainsley, knowing that Cellino made a contract with Ainsley. 

This cat, who only knew how to act cute was waiting to make a contract with Ainsley too! 

Cellino could see his brother's thoughts in just one glance, and he couldn't help but snort while flicking 

his furry tail. 

[My master is really good to me. What? You want to make a contract with her too, brother?] 

"I want, nyaaa!" Code-B twisted his butt as he looked up at Ainsley, who was already addicted to 

rubbing his fur. 

She's close to plastering her face onto his belly! 

"Say, Lil Ain. Do you want to make a contract with me? It won't be complicated at all, and you don't 

need to hold a ceremony and such." 



After all, he had awakened his bloodline a long time ago, and making a contract was easy, not as 

important as bloodline awakening. 

Ainsley was busy taking advantage of Code-B's fluffy fur when the beast suddenly dropped a bomb, 

catching her off guard. 

The baby's fingers on Code-B's belly paused as she looked at the coffee-like beast with wide eyes. 

"What? Making a contract with you? Really?" 

She had heard that it was hard to make a contract with the other two beasts, because they're really 

picky. 

But how come this one was so casual when making a contract?! No ceremony and other things needed 

either! 

Ainsley wasn't the only one dumbfounded. The other guests also heard Code-B's words, and all of them 

looked at the cat with weird gazes. 

This...so casual? Just like that? So easy??? 

If it was this easy, who would the previous generations failed and the Sloan Family declined? 

The sacred beasts are really unpredictable! 

Ainsley didn't know who Code-B suddenly wanted to make a contract with her, but she immediately 

nodded. 

"Okay, I agree! It's my honor to make a contract with you!" 

Code-B instantly grinned as he rubbed his cheeks onto Ainsley's palm. 

"Good, good, nya~ with this, I can always play with my brother and follow him everywhere!" 

The guests were once again stupefied. All of them twitched their lips awkwardly. 

Oh, so that's the real reason for making a contract…. 

But Code-B also added a few more sentences to his speech. 

"Consider this contract agreement as my birthday gift to you, nyaaa~ do you like it, nyaaa?" 

Oh, this time, it's a birthday gift for Ainsley? 

The guests were suddenly jealous of Ainsley. How come her birthday gift could be so grand and 

priceless?! 

It was a contract with a powerful sacred beast! Who wouldn't want that?? 

Ainsley was also startled at Code-B's words, but when she knew that he came out to surprise her and 

give her this birthday gift, her heart felt warm. 

"Thank you, Code-B. This gift is perfect. You're so kind!" 



"Hehehe, nevermind, nya~ first, you have to give me a name, and then we can continue making the 

contract." 

Ainsley immediately became serious as she looked at Cellino, silently consulting him about good names 

for his brother. 

[How about something that starts with B, awoooo? Because his formal name is Code-B, ] Cellino 

suggested. 

And Ainsley accepted the suggestion. 

Let's see, a name starting with B...for a boy. 

What kind of name is good? 

 


